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Abstract

We propose a novel approach to approximate numerically shock waves. The
method combines the unstructured shock-fitting approach developed in the
last decade by some of the authors, with ideas coming from embedded bound-
ary techniques. The numerical method obtained allows avoiding the re-
meshing phase required by the unstructured fitting method, while guaran-
teeing accuracy properties very close to those of the fitting approach. This
new method has many similarities with front tracking approaches, and paves
the way to shock-tracking techniques truly independent on the data and
mesh structure used by the flow solver. The approach is tested on several
problems showing accuracy properties very close to those of more expensive
fitting methods, with a considerable gain in flexibility and generality.

Keywords: Shock-fitting, unstructured-grids, embedded-boundary

1. Introduction

The numerical techniques used to simulate flows with shock-waves are
essentially two: the widely used shock-capturing (SC) methods, and the less
common shock-fitting (SF) methods. The former relies on the proven math-
ematical legitimacy of weak solutions: all types of flows, including flows with
shocks, can be computed by using the same discretization of the equations in
divergence form. Nevertheless, the shocks always appear smeared in a region
whose thickness is of two or three cells rather than actual discontinuities. In
addition to this, but perhaps more correctly because of this, since the states
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of the cells inside this region are unphysical [1], the shock-capturing methods
suffer from some numerical problems concerning the stability, the accuracy
and the quality of the solutions that sometimes give anomalous results. A
catalogue of these failings was made by Quirk in the early 90s of the last
century [2]. Despite the great efforts made by numerous researchers in the
last decades to develop shock-capturing methods, these numerical problems
are not entirely solved and still plague the numerical solutions obtained by
shock-capturing solvers.

The shock-fitting technique for compressible flow computations has been
developed by Gino Moretti [3, 4] in the 1960s. It consists in explicitly iden-
tifying the shock as a line (surface in 3D) within the flow-field and com-
puting its motion and upstream and downstream states according to the
Rankine-Hugoniot equations. However, historically, the techniques devel-
oped by Moretti and his collaborators were designed for solvers based on
structured grids and this made their development very difficult and complex,
especially when extended to flows with shock interactions [4].

Two different shock-fitting methodologies blossomed between the 60s and
80s: the boundary shock-fitting and floating shock-fitting. In the former ap-
proach, the shock is made to coincide with one of the boundaries of the
computational domain so that the treatment of the jump relations across the
shock is confined to the boundary points. Even though this method greatly
simplified the coding, the treatment of shocks appearing within the compu-
tational domain and of shock interactions became a major challenge. The
floating shock-fitting approach was developed to be capable of dealing with
more complex flow configurations. In the floating version, discontinuities can
freely move over a background structured mesh: a shock front is described by
its intersections with the grid-lines, which give rise to x and y shock points,
meaning that they are allowed to move onto grid-lines. Even though floating
shock-fitting codes have been used with success in the past to compute steady
and un-steady two- and three-dimensional flows involving shock reflections
and shock interactions [5, 6, 7], they are very complex to code and require
extensive changes in the computational kernel of the gas-dynamic solver.

In the 80s and early 90s the CFD community has shown increasing inter-
est in unstructured meshes. This is mainly due to the features that charac-
terize this kind of grids: the ability to easily mesh complex geometries and
the possibility of locally adapting the mesh size to follow the flow features.
The latter advantage makes them well-suited to simulate compressible flows
with shock waves and contact discontinuities. Exploiting this flexibility, Pa-
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ciorri and Bonfiglioli developed a new unstructured shock-fitting technique
for unstructured vertex-centered solvers, described in [8]. This approach
has alleviated many of the difficulties of the shock-fitting techniques in the
structured-grid framework. In recent years, the unstructured shock-fitting
technique was improved to deal with interactions among discontinuities in
two-dimensional flows [9], three-dimensional flows [10] and un-steady com-
pressible flows [11, 12] opening a new route in simulating flow-field with shock
waves. In particular, not only shocks and contact discontinuities are fitted,
but also the interaction points, for example the triple points arising in Mach
reflections [13]. A limitation of this technique is that it heavily relies on
the flexibility of triangular and tetrahedral grids to locally produce a fitted
unstructured grid around the discontinuities. This limits its application to
unstructured vertex-centered codes.

Recently, the research group headed by Prof. J. Liu proposed and devel-
oped a shock-fitting technique for unstructured cell-centered solvers [14, 15].
However, even this technique has an important limitation: it uses a deform-
ing grid whose topology cannot be changed during the computation, unless
an expensive re-meshing (and, consequently, interpolation of the solution) is
carried out. This is an important restriction, especially when shock-waves
move throughout the flow-field or whenever new shocks appear during the
computation.

Both these shock-fitting formulations currently available heavily rely on
the data structure of the flow solver, and more particularly on the mesh.
Indeed, in all these techniques, the jump conditions are attached to some
mesh entity (edge, face, or node). This very often makes the methods better
suited for one or another family of flow solvers (node-centered, cell-centered,
finite volume, finite element etc.), thus limiting its use. Another complication
is that both these methods require the mesh to follow exactly the evolution
of the shock wave, which puts additional requirements on the meshing/re-
meshing techniques used.

In this work we aim at proposing a new approach, which is in some
way more general and flexible. The initial idea comes from the similarity
between the constraints arising from shock-fitting, and those related to the
construction of boundary-fitted grids for simulating flows around complex
geometries. In this context, immersed and embedded boundary methods have
been developed since many years to allow a flexible management of complex
geometries. The two approaches rely on a slightly different philosophy.

Immersed methods are based on an extension of the flow equations out-
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side the physical domain (typically within solid bodies). This extension is
formulated using some smooth approximation of the Dirac delta function to
localize the boundary, as well as to impose the boundary condition. These
methods are relatively old, and based on the original ideas of Peskin [16].
Finite element and unstructured mesh extensions for elliptic PDEs as well as
for incompressible, and compressible flows have been discussed in [17, 18, 19].

Embedded methods, on the other hand, solve the PDEs only in the physi-
cal domain, while replacing the exact boundary with some more or less accu-
rate approximation, combined with some weak enforcement of the boundary
condition. There is a certain number of techniques to perform this task,
which go from the combination of XFEM-type methods with penalization or
Nitsche’s type approaches [20], to several types of cut finite element meth-
ods with improved stability [21, 22], to approximate domain methods such
as the well known ghost-fluid method [23, 24], and the more recent shifted
boundary method (SBM) [25, 26].

In this work we borrow ideas from approximate domain methods, and in
particular from the SBM. As in the latter, we impose modified conditions on
surrogate shock-manifolds, acting as boundaries between the shock-upstream
and shock-downstream regions. These surrogate boundaries are composed of
two sets of mesh faces enclosing the cavity of elements crossed by the shock.
The values of the flow variables imposed on these surrogate boundaries are
extrapolated from the tracked shock front accounting for the non-linear jump
and wave propagation conditions, as done in the unstructured shock-fitting
approach. As in the SBM, the extrapolation is based on a truncated Tay-
lor series expansion from the surrogate boundaries to the front, allowing to
preserve the overall accuracy of the discretization. This paper, in particu-
lar, only deals with second-order piecewise linear approximations, but all the
ideas can be extended to higher order. Note however that differently from e.g.
the extension of the SBM to hyperbolic problems [27], the approach proposed
here requires the solution of three coupled problems: the CFD upstream of
the shock, the CFD downstream of the shock, the coupled algebraic system
obtained from the Rankine-Hugoniot relations augmented with the charac-
teristic information traveling toward the shock front. As in shock-fitting and
front tracking methods [28], the shock front is explicitly discretized by an in-
dependent lower-dimensional mesh, and its position, as well as the position
of the two surrogate boundaries, are themselves part of the computational re-
sult. These elements make the present work not only original w.r.t. previous
shock-fitting methods, but also with respect to previous work in embedded
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methods and in particular the SBM approach. Indeed, the most recent work
on the use of similar ideas, only considers interfaces independent on the so-
lution, and linear elliptic partial differential equations [29]. Moreover, the
approach proposed in the reference is based on a single surrogate interface,
while the approach proposed here uses a symmetric formulation with two
surrogates. The resulting method bears some similarities to front tracking
approaches, and for this reason is referred to as extrapolated Shock Tracking
(eST) to differentiate it from previous unstructured shock-fitting methods in
which the faces of the shock mesh are part of the CFD meshes. This new
method constitutes a bridge between shock-fitting and embedded boundary
methods. It removes some of the constraints of the approach by Paciorri and
Bonfiglioli, while keeping its flexibility. The method proposed is actually
even more general as it constitutes a shock-fitting/tracking technique virtu-
ally independent on the data structure of the underlying gas-dynamic solver.
This paper focuses on the formulation of the method in two-space dimen-
sions, and on its validation on classical problems involving strong shocks, as
well as on problems with shock interactions, where a capability for hybrid
fitting-capturing computations is shown.

2. Generalities

We consider the numerical approximation of solutions of the steady limit
of the Euler equations reading:

∂tU +∇ · F = 0 in Ω ⊂ Rd (1)

with conserved variables and fluxes given by:

U =

 ρ
ρu
ρE

 , F =

 ρu
ρu⊗ u + pI

ρHu

 (2)

having denoted by ρ the mass density, by u the velocity, by p the pressure,
and with E = e+u ·u/2 the specific total energy, e being the specific internal
energy. Finally, the total specific enthalpy is H = h+u·u/2, with h = e+p/ρ
the specific enthalpy. For simplicity in this paper we work with the classical
perfect gas equation of state:

p = (γ − 1)ρe (3)
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with γ the constant (for a perfect gas) ratio of specific heats. However, note
that the method discussed allows in principle to handle any other type of
gas, see e.g. [30].

In all applications involving high-speed flows, solutions of (1) are only
piecewise continuous. In d space dimensions, discontinuities are represented
by d − 1 manifolds governed by the well known Rankine-Hugoniot jump
conditions reading:

[[F · n]] = w[[U]] (4)

having denoted by n the local normal vector to the shock, by [[·]] the corre-
sponding jump of a quantity across the discontinuity, and with w the normal
component of the shock speed.
As discussed in the introduction, the method proposed exploits ideas from
two different approaches: the unstructured shock fitting method [8] and sub-
sequent works; the shifted boundary method by [25] and subsequent works.
In the following sections we recall the main ingredients of these two tech-
niques.

3. Unstructured shock-fitting algorithm

We shall first briefly describe the unstructured shock-fitting technique
developed by Paciorri and Bonfiglioli [8, 9, 10], in the following referred to
with the acronym SF.

In this approach the set of dependent variables is available within all grid-
points of a tessellation (made of triangles in 2D and tetrahedra in 3D) that
covers the entire computational domain; this is what we call the background
mesh. In addition to the background mesh, the fitted discontinuities (either
shocks or slip-streams) are discretised using a collection of points which are
mutually joined to form a connected series of line segments, as shown in
Fig. 1a for the 2D case, or a triangulated surface in 3D, as shown in Fig. 1c.
This is what we call the shock mesh. For example, the thick solid (yellow)
line in Fig. 1a marks the various fitted discontinuities that arise due to the
interaction between two shocks of the same family: the two incident shocks,
the resulting shock, a weak compression wave1 and the slip-stream located
between the former two. Figure 1c, which refers to the three-dimensional, su-
personic flow past a blunt-nosed object, shows the triangulated surfaces used

1could be an expansion wave instead, depending on the upstream boundary conditions
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Incident shocks

Resulting shock

Weak wave

Slip line

(a) Interaction of two shocks of the same
family

iter=0
iter=200
iter=400

Discontinuity motion during the timeintegration

(b) Pseudo-temporal evolution of the
grid and the fitted discontinuities

(c) Supersonic flow over a blunt-nosed
body.

Figure 1: Examples of fitted discontinuities on unstructured meshes.

to fit the bow shock and the imbedded shock that arises at the cylinder-flare
junction.
Although it is not evident from Fig. 1, each fitted discontinuity is a double-
sided internal boundary of zero thickness. Being the width of the disconti-
nuity negligible, its two sides are discretised using the same polygonal curve
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or triangulated surface, so that each pair of nodes that face each other on
the two sides of the discontinuity share the same geometrical location, but
store different values of the dependent variables, one corresponding to the
upstream state and the other to the downstream one. Moreover, a velocity
vector normal to the discontinuity is assigned to each pair of grid-points on
the fitted discontinuity: it represents the displacement velocity of the dis-
continuity. The initial condition for a shock-fitting calculation is typically
(see [15] for a different approach) supplied by running a shock-capturing cal-
culation on the background mesh; then, a feature extraction algorithm, such
as the those described in [31, 15, 32], is used to provide the initial (though
approximate) location of the discontinuities. Even when dealing with steady
flows, the approach is inherently time-dependent, because both the solution
and the grid change with time, due to the displacement of the fitted discon-
tinuities. Whenever a steady solution exists, the shock speed asymptotically
vanishes and the tessellation of the flow domain does not any longer change.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1b which shows the pseudo-temporal evolution of
the various discontinuities involved in the shock-interaction of Fig. 1a. More-
over, Fig. 1b reveals that the spatial location of the fitted discontinuities is
independent of the location of the grid-points that make up the background
grid and that local re-meshing only takes place in the immediate neighbor-
hood of the moving discontinuities.

4. Shifted-boundary method

The main advantage of embedded boundary methods, and among them
the SBM [25, 26], is the ease of mesh generation with respect to the classical
body-fitted methods. It has been pointed out how trivial this task might
be even when complicated geometries are taken into account. With all the
benefits that characterize these approaches, some shortcomings arose in the
standpoint of the enforcement of boundary conditions. The originality of
the SBM lies in the idea of shifting the location where the boundary con-
ditions are applied. In order to guarantee consistency, and retain the mesh
convergence rates of the original method, the boundary conditions have to
be modified.
The main steps of the method are the following. Given a mesh including the
physical domain Ω, not conformal w.r.t. the domain boundary Γ, one must
first define a surrogate boundary Γ̃. As shown in figure 2a, Γ̃ is essentially
built from the mesh faces and mesh points in Ω closest to the true boundary
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(a) The surrogate boundary Γ̃ and true
boundary Γ

(b) The distance vector ~d and unit nor-
mal and tangent vectors to the true
boundary

Figure 2: The SBM: the surrogate and actual boundaries, and the distance vector ~d.

Γ. Next, for any point of the surrogate boundary Γ̃, one needs to be able to
define a map to a unique point of the true boundary Γ:

M : Γ̃ → Γ (5)

x̃ → x (6)

which maps x̃ ∈ Γ̃ on the surrogate boundary to x ∈ Γ on the true boundary.
The map M can be built in several ways, for example using a closest point
projection, or using level sets, or equivalently using distances along directions
normals to the true boundary Γ, as shown in Fig. 2a. Since the gap between
Γ̃ and Γ is going to be of crucial importance, in terms of accuracy of the
solution, the map M will be characterized through a distance vector function:

dM(x̃) = x − x̃ = [M − I](x̃) (7)

If M is built using distances along normals to Γ, the vector dM(x̃) is parallel
to the normal to Γ in x̃. Finally, the boundary conditions have to be
modified to provide high-order (at least second-order) convergence rate of the
solution. This can be accomplished by writing a Taylor expansion formula
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centered at x̃ ∈ Γ̃, recalling Eq. (7):

u(x) = u(x̃) +∇u(x̃) · (x− x̃) +O(‖x− x̃‖2)

= u(x̃) +∇u(x̃) · (M(x̃)− x̃) +O(‖M(x̃)− x̃‖2)

= u(x̃) +∇u(x̃) · dM(x̃) +O(‖dM(x̃)‖2) (8)

Equation (8) is at most second-order accurate, unless additional terms in
the Taylor expansion are included, as explained in [33]. Now, if on Γ the
prescribed boundary condition is u(x) = g(x), the main idea of the SBM is
to deduce from Eq. (8) that the boundary condition to be imposed on Γ̃ to
allow for second order of accuracy w.r.t. ‖dM(x̃)‖ is

u(x̃) = g(M(x̃))−∇u(x̃) · dM(x̃).

This extrapolation constitutes the main idea exploited in the following.

5. Extrapolated Shock-Tracking

We discuss here the extrapolated Shock-Tracking (eST) method we pro-
pose. We focus on steady state flows in at most two space dimensions, how-
ever most of the ideas discussed can be generalized to three space dimensions.
The eST algorithm can be summarized in three main steps allowing to update
the computational domains and solution values that leads from the available
mesh and solution at pseudo-time t to an updated mesh and solution at
pseudo-time t+ ∆t:

1. (Shock/background-mesh coupling) Geometrical coupling of the shock-
mesh with the background-mesh, and definition of separate shock-
upstream and shock-downstream computational domains;

2. (Computational domain update) Iteration evolving in (pseudo-)time
the flow variables in each computational domain independently;

3. (Shock update) Evolution of the position of the shock and of the flow
variables values at the shock, using the jump relations (4).

These three steps, are applied iteratively until a steady state is obtained,
or, when dealing with un-steady flows, in a time-accurate manner [11, 12].
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The most specific ingredients of the method are those of steps 1 and 3.
Indeed, step 2 essentially relies on the use of an accurate multidimensional
upwind unstructured grid solver to compute the smooth flows upstream and
downstream of the shock, and additional discontinuities not being fitted by
the above method. We will briefly recall in Sect. 5.4 the cell-vertex solution
method used here.

The main difference between the technique described here and the one
proposed by Paciorri and Bonfiglioli [8, 9, 10] is in step 1. Indeed, the present
technique removes the need to insert the shock-mesh in the background mesh,
which can be a critical aspect, especially when different shock-surfaces mutu-
ally interact in the three dimensional space [10]. To this end, we exploit ideas
coming from embedded boundary methods. In particular, we propose to use
an extrapolation from the background mesh to the shock mesh in the spirit
of the SBM initially proposed in [25] for elliptic problems and extended to
hyperbolic problems in [27]. In other words, the method proposed consists in
replacing re-meshing with the definition of sufficiently accurate extrapolation
functions, which allow the transfer of information between the background
and shock meshes. This allows to completely remove the need of re-meshing.

As already mentioned in the introduction, we refer to this new method as
to extrapolated Shock-Tracking (eST) to differentiate it from unstructured
shock fitting, in which a conformal mesh fitting the shock front is generated,
and to differentiate it from the SBM, in which the true boundary is replaced
by a unique surrogate with extrapolated boundary values. The eST method
actually has similarities with high-order front tracking approaches [28], and
also for this reason we prefer referring to it as shock-tracking. It may also be
viewed as some sort of elaborate solution optimization procedure in which,
starting from a captured result, one iteratively places the shock front and
modifies the flow solution by solving the nonlinear jump conditions. In this
respect there are similarities with approaches based on jump minimization
coupled with mesh adaptation as those recently proposed e.g. by [34, 35]
in the framework of Discontinuous Galerkin methods. The details of the
method are discussed in the next sections, highlighting the major changes
and differences w.r.t. the SF approach of [8, 9, 10].

5.1. Geometrical setting

To illustrate the algorithmic features of the eST method, let us consider
a two-dimensional domain and a shock front crossing the domain at a given
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time t (see Fig. 3a). The shock front is described by a collection of shock-
edges whose endpoints are the shock-points, marked by squares in Fig. 3a.
Shock-edges and shock-points make up the shock-mesh. A background tri-
angular mesh, whose grid-points are denoted by circles in Fig. 3a, covers the
entire computational domain. It is noted that the position of the shock-points
is completely independent of the location of the grid-points of the background
mesh. While each grid-point of the background mesh is characterized by a
single set of dependent variables, two sets of values, corresponding to the
upstream and downstream states, are assigned to each shock-point. We as-
sume that at time t the solution is known at all grid- and shock-points. The
computation of the subsequent time level t+∆t can be split into several steps
that will be described in detail in the following sub-sections.

5.2. Cell removal around the shock front

The first step consists in the removal of the triangles crossed by the shock,
see Fig. 3b. By doing so, a hole is dug within the background mesh that,
contrary to the technique proposed in [8], is not re-meshed. The creation of
the hole splits the background mesh into two disjoint sub-domains which do
not include the shock. Instead, we label certain boundaries as “surrogate”
shock-boundaries which will be used to couple the flow domains, via the shock
relations. We shall hereafter call “computational mesh” the background mesh
with the triangles within the hole being removed. It is worth noting that the
number of grid-points of the computational mesh is the same as that of the
background grid, whereas the number of triangular cells is less, due to the
cell removal. Hereafter, the upstream and downstream surrogate boundaries,
drawn using red lines in Fig. 3b, will be called Γ̃U and Γ̃D. Furthermore, the
shock-boundary, which represents the actual shock position, will be referred
to as Γ and its upstream and downstream sides as ΓU and ΓD, respectively.
Finally, a second surrogate boundary located within the shock-downstream
sub-domain (the blue line in Fig. 3b) will be called Γ̂D. This second surrogate
boundary is obtained by removing all cells that have one, or more, nodes on
Γ̃D.

5.3. Computation of the tangent and normal unit vectors

In order to apply the Rankine-Hugoniot jump relations, Eq. (4), the tan-
gent and normal unit vectors along the shock-front have to be calculated
within each pair of shock-points. The tangent unit vector τ i in shock-point
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Downstream

Upstream

Shock

(a) Shock-mesh laid on top of the
background-mesh

shock

Γ̃D Γ̃U
ΓD ΓU

Γ̂D

Surrogate
bound-
aries

Cells
crossed
by the
shock

(b) Shock-mesh, computational-mesh and sur-
rogate boundaries

Figure 3: The computational-mesh is obtained by removing those cells of the background
mesh that are crossed by the shock-mesh.

i is obtained from:
τ i =

vτi
| vτi |

(9)

where vτi is the vector tangent to the shock-front in shock-point i. The
normal unit vector ni is perpendicular to τ i and such that it points from the
shock-downstream towards the shock-upstream region. The computation of
vτi relies on finite difference formulae which involve the coordinates of the
shock-point itself and those of its neighboring shock-points. By reference to
Fig. 4, x (P t

i ) denotes the position of shock-point i at time level t. Shock-
points i − 1 and i + 1 are located on both sides of shock-point i and their
position x

(
P t
i−1

)
and x

(
P t
i+1

)
at time level t can be used to compute the

tangent and normal unit vectors in shock-point i. A preliminary test is
required to verify whether these adjacent shock-points belong to the domain
of dependence of shock-point i. This is easily checked using the following
inequality:

utd,i+1 · τ i+ 1
2
− atd,i+1 < 0 (10)

where:

τ i+ 1
2

=
x
(
P t
i+1

)
− x (P t

i )

li+ 1
2

li+ i
2

= |x
(
P t
i+1

)
− x

(
P t
i

)
| (11)
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Figure 4: Test needed to check whether point Pi+1 belongs to the domain of dependence
of Pi.

and utd,i+1 and atd,i+1 are the shock-downstream flow and acoustic velocity in
shock-point i+ 1 at time level t. If Eq. (10) is verified, shock-point i+ 1 falls
within the domain of dependence of shock-point i. Once this test has been
repeated in shock-point i− 1, three different situations may arise:

1. both shock-points i − 1 and i + 1 are in the domain of dependence of
shock-point i ;

2. only shock-point i− 1 is in the domain of dependence of shock-point i ;

3. only shock-point i+ 1 is in the domain of dependence of shock-point i ;

When case 1 applies, the computation of vτi must involve the shock-points
on both sides; therefore:

vτi = τ i+ 1
2
l2
i− 1

2
+ τ i− 1

2
l2
i+ 1

2
(12)

When case 2 applies, shock-point i+ 1 must not be used in the computa-
tion of the tangent vector v, and the following upwind-biased formula, which
involves shock-point i− 2, instead of i+ 1, is used:

vτi = τ i− 1
2

(
li− 1

2
+ li− 3

2

)2

+
(
τ i− 1

2
+ τ i− 3

2

)
l2
i− 1

2
(13)

Finally, the third case is specular to the second one, but the corresponding
formula involves shock-points i, i+ 1 and i+ 2.
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The finite difference approximations (12) and (13) are both second-order-
accurate even if the shock-points are un-evenly spaced along the shock-front.

5.4. Solution update using the CFD solver

The solution is updated to time level t+∆t using an unstructured shock-
capturing code. The flow solver uses the computational mesh built in step 5.2,
which includes the surrogate shocks Γ̃U and Γ̃D as part of its boundary. In
particular, the flow computations are performed on two non-communicating
domains separated by the hole bounded by the surrogate shock-boundaries
(see Fig. 5). As already mentioned, each shock-point consists in two su-
perimposed points of the shock-mesh: one of these represents the shock-
downstream state and the other the shock-upstream one. Even though these
points are not part of the flow domain, they will play a central role in the
coupling of the surrogate shock-boundaries, as we will see in the next sec-
tions.
Concerning the solver used in this paper, it is based on a Residual Distribu-
tion (RD) method evolving in time approximation of the values of the flow
variables in mesh nodes. The method has several appealing characteristics,
including the possibility of defining genuine multidimensional upwind strate-
gies for Euler flows, by means of a wave decoupling exploiting appropriately
preconditioned forms of the equations [36]. By combining ideas from both
the stabilized finite element and finite volume methods, these schemes al-
low to achieve second order of accuracy and monotonicity preservation with
a compact stencil of nearest neighbors. The interested reader can refer to
[37, 38] and references therein for an in-depth review of this family of meth-
ods, as well as to [36, 39] and references therein for some specific choices of
the implementation used here.

Note that the choice of the flow solver is somewhat independent on the
rest of the method object of this paper. Concerning the presentation in
the following sections, the main impact of our choice is on the structure of
the solver which is assumed to be evolving nodal values of the unknowns.
Cell based discretization methods can be easily accommodated by minor
modifications of the transfer operators discussed later in the paper.

5.5. Solution transfer from/to the shock to/from the surrogates

The flow solver provides updated nodal values within all grid-points of
the computational mesh at time level t+∆t. The shock-upstream surrogate
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Figure 5: The solution update is performed using the computational mesh.

boundary, Γ̃U behaves like a supersonic outflow and, therefore, no bound-
ary conditions should be applied. The situation along the shock-downstream
surrogate Γ̃D is however different, since the flow is subsonic in the shock-
normal direction and, therefore, boundary conditions corresponding to the
downstream-running waves (the ‘fast’ acoustic, entropy and vorticity waves)
are missing. Moreover, the upstream and downstream states of the shock-
points have not been updated, since the shock-mesh is not part of the com-
putational mesh. To perform this update, one needs to define appropriate
transfer operators from the surrogate shock-boundaries to the shock. Due to
the use of an upwind discretization in the CFD solver, we assume that the
only variable that has been correctly computed along the shock-downstream
surrogate boundary is the Riemann variable associated with the acoustic
wave that moves upstream towards the shock:

Rt+∆t
D = ãt+∆t

d +
γ − 1

2
ũt+∆t
d · n (14)

In Eq. (14) n is the shock normal, ãt+∆t
d is the speed of sound and ũt+∆t

d is
the flow velocity on the shock-downstream side of the shock. It is noted that
Rt+∆t
D is assumed to be correctly computed by the CFD solver even if the

values ãt+∆t
d and ũt+∆t

d may each be incorrect.
These transfers operators need to be applied twice, once to and once from

the shock, and are discussed below.
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Figure 6: Transfer of variables from the surrogate boundary Γ̃U to the upstream shock
state.

5.6. First transfer: from the surrogate boundaries to the shock

Since the CFD solver uses Roe’s parameter vector Z [40] as the dependent
variable, this is the set of variables used to transfer data between the shock
and the surrogate boundaries. The first transfer is required to update the
shock-upstream points on ΓU and to transfer Rt+∆t

D from Γ̃D to ΓD.
For both transfers, a Taylor series expansion truncated to the second order
is used for the extrapolation:

Zi(x) = Zi(x̃) + ∇Zi(x̃) · (x − x̃) + o(‖x − x̃‖2) (15)

where Zi is any of the four components of Z =
√
ρ (1, H, u, v)t, x and x̃ are

the coordinates of two different points that belong to Γ, resp. Γ̃, and ∇Zi(x̃)
is the gradient computed on the surrogate boundary, using Eq. (16). Note
that, in order to achieve an overall second order of accuracy in the calculation
of Zi(x), the approximation of the gradient in Eq. (15) only needs to be
consistent, i.e. first-order-accurate.

The first transfer consists in two phases.

1. Upstream: from Γ̃U to ΓU

The first phase consists in extrapolating from Γ̃U to ΓU .
In order to be consistent with the physics of the problem, the transfer
of variables takes place along the direction of the shock-normal in the
shock-point that has to be updated. As shown in Fig. 6, point Ai is
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the intersection between the surrogate boundary Γ̃U and the straight-
line parallel to the shock-normal in shock-point i which passes through
shock-point i. The value of the dependent variables (and their gradi-
ents) in point Ai is computed using the solution in grid-points Ai1 and
Ai2 by means of the following formula:

φ(Ai) = φ(Ai1)w2 + φ(Ai2)w1 (16)

where φ is either Zi or ∇Zi, and w1 and w2 are the weights, equal to
the normalized distances between Ai and grid-points Ai1 and Ai2. When
Eq. (16) is used to compute the gradient, the evaluation of the gradient
in the grid-points of the surrogate boundaries is performed here using
an area-weighted formula, which is reported in Appendix 1.
Once the value of Z in the intersection point Ai has been computed
using Eq. (16) the value of Z in shock-point i is computed by means of
Eq. (15), having set x equal to the coordinates of shock-point i and x̃
to those of Ai.

2. Downstream: from Γ̃D to ΓD:

The Riemann variable defined by Eq. (14), which is the only quantity
that has been correctly computed on Γ̃D by the unstructured shock-
capturing solver, has to be transferred from Γ̃D to ΓD using Eq. (15).
The procedure is identical to that used for the upstream boundaries:
starting from the shock-point to be updated and moving forward along
its normal vector as far as an edge of Γ̃D is intersected in Bi (see Fig. 7).

5.7. Shock calculation

As already mentioned and also schematically shown in Fig. 5, each shock-
point consists in two superimposed grid-points, which represent the shock-
upstream and the shock-downstream states. The velocity component in the
shock-normal direction, w, is also stored within each shock-point. For the
reasons explained in step 5.6, the shock-upstream state and the Riemann
variable RD, Eq. (14), on the shock-downstream side of the shock have been
correctly updated at time level t + ∆t. The shock-downstream state (ρd, pd
and ud) and the shock-speed at time t+ ∆t, which are yet unknown at this
stage, are found by solving a system of five algebraic non-linear equations.
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Figure 7: Transfer of the Riemann’s variable from the surrogate boundary Γ̃D to the shock
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The first four equations are the Rankine-Hugoniot jump relations and the
fifth is Eq. (14):

ρt+∆t
d (ut+∆t

d · n− w) = ρt+∆t
u (ut+∆t

u · n− w)
ρt+∆t
d (ut+∆t

d · n− w)2 + pt+∆t
d = ρt+∆t

u (ut+∆t
u · n− w)2 + pt+∆t

u

γ
γ−1

pt+∆t
d

ρt+∆t
d

+ 1
2
(ut+∆t

d · n− w)2 = γ
γ−1

pt+∆t
u

ρt+∆t
u

+ 1
2
(ut+∆t

u · n− w)2

ut+∆t
d · τ = ut+∆t

u · τ
Rt+∆t
D = ãt+∆t

d + γ−1
2

ũt+∆t
d · n

(17)

Hence, for system (17), the vector of known variables (ρu, pu, uu, RD) is
then used to find the updated values of the unknowns ones (ρd, pd, ud,
w). The system (17) is solved within each shock-point using the Newton-
Raphson root-finding algorithm, thus providing the correct downstream state
and shock-speed at time level t+∆t.

5.8. Second transfer: from the shock to the surrogate boundaries

Once the shock-downstream states along the shock-boundary ΓD have
been updated as described in step 5.7, the grid-points on the downstream
surrogate boundary Γ̃D need also to be updated.

Downstream: from ΓD to Γ̃D

The first step needed to update grid-point i on Γ̃D consists in finding the
projection P i of grid-point i on the shock-poly-line. This is accomplished by
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first locating the closest shock-edge to grid-point i and then projecting along
the direction which is the weighted average2 of the two vectors normal to the
shock in P i

1 and P i
2. Then, the dependent variables in P i are computed using

Eq. (16), the weights w1 and w2 being the normalized distances of P i from
shock-points P i

1 and P i
2.

The second step consists in using point P i and two grid-points that belong
to the second surrogate boundary Γ̂D to build a triangle (shown using a
dashed blue line in Fig. 8),which contains grid-point i.

Finally, the dependent variables in grid-point i are linearly interpolated
within that triangle.

The reason for using a second surrogate boundary on the downstream side
of the shock lies in fact that, whenever the shock-downstream flow is subsonic,
the acoustic waves spread in all directions. Under this circumstance, only
grid-points (such as those on Γ̂D) that are surrounded on all sides by cells
have been correctly updated by the CFD solver.

5.9. Shock displacement

The new position of the shock-front at time level t+∆t is computed by
displacing all shock-points using the following first-order-accurate (in time)
formula:

x
(
P t+∆t

)
= x

(
P t
)

+ wt+∆t n ∆t (18)

2the weights depend upon the normalized distance between the two shock-points P i
1

and P i
2 and grid-point i.
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Figure 9: The shock-front overtakes a grid-point of the background mesh during its motion.

where x (P ) denotes the geometrical location of the shock-points. The use
of a first-order-accurate temporal integration formula in (18) is immaterial
as long as steady flows are of interest. In this case, a second-order accurate
representation of the shock-shape is guaranteed by the use of second-order-
accurate formulae to compute the shock-normal, as described in step 5.3. For
unsteady flows, second-order-accurate time integration formulae should be
used, as done for example in [11, 12]. As can be seen from Fig. 9, the shock-
front can freely float over the background triangulation and, while doing
so, it may cross the downstream surrogate boundary. This is the situation
sketched in Fig. 9, where the shock-fronts at time level t and t + ∆t have
both been drawn. In the sketch of Fig. 9, grid-point i has been overtaken
by the moving shock-front. Whenever this happens, the flow state within
grid-point i should be changed accordingly. This is the task performed in
the next step.

5.10. Re-interpolation of nodes crossed by the shock

This step of the algorithm consists in the interpolation of those grid-points
of the background mesh that have been overtaken by the shock-front, thus
passing from one region to the other. In order to understand whether grid-
point i has been overtaken or not by the shock, the position of the closest
shock-edge, before and after the displacement, i.e. at time t and t + ∆t, is
used to build a quadrilateral, as shown in Fig. 9. If grid-point i falls inside
the quadrilateral of vertices P t

1, P t
2, P t+∆t

1 and P t+∆t
2 , grid-point i has been

overtaken and its state has to be updated. The state of grid-point i is updated
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lsh

Figure 10: Shock-point location along the shock front: before (squares) and after (dia-
mond) the re-distribution step.

using an interpolation procedure similar to that illustrated in step 5.8 .

5.11. Shock-point re-distribution

During the shock displacement step, the shock-edges may stretch or shorten,
depending on the relative motion of the various shock-point that make up
the shock-front. This might lead to a shock-poly-line made of shock-edges
whose length is considerably different from the local size of the background
mesh. To avoid such a risk, a shock-point re-distribution can be performed
as the last step of the algorithm. Doing so, it is possible to ensure that
the shock-edge lengths are approximately equal to the edges of the underly-
ing background mesh. A naive shock-point re-distribution procedure is done
by imposing that all shock-edges have the same fixed length lsh, preset by
the user. Whenever the shock-points are re-located along the shock-front,
both the shock-upstream and shock-downstream state within each shock-
point have to be re-computed, a task which is easily accomplished using lin-
ear interpolation along the shock-front. Figure 10 shows the location of the
shock-points along the shock-front both before and after the re-distribution.
At this stage, the numerical solution has been correctly updated at time level
t+∆t.

6. Numerical results

All physical quantities displayed in this section have been made dimen-
sionless using the following set of reference variables: L, ρ∞, u∞, where L is
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a length scale, ρ∞ and u∞ the free-stream density and flow speed. Using the
aforementioned set of reference variables, the reference pressure is twice the
free-stream dynamic pressure: ρ∞ (u∞ · u∞).

6.1. Quasi-one-dimensional nozzle flow

The quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) steady flow through a variable area
duct (converging-diverging nozzle) turns out to be particularly well suited as
a validation case because the flow is non-uniform both upstream and down-
stream of the shock and an analytical solution is available, which allows
to compute the discretization error, ε, i.e. the difference between the exact
and computed solutions. Moreover, a similar study reported in [41], showed
that the discretization error within the entire shock-downstream region ex-
hibits first-order convergence as the grid is refined even if high-order-accurate
schemes are used. This is a known deficiency of shock-capturing schemes
which we will show does not affect the eST method.

The nozzle geometry has been taken from [41]:

A/A∗ = 1 + (Ae/A∗ − 1)(x/L)2 where − 1/2 ≤ x/L ≤ 1 (19)

and the exit-to-sonic area ratio is equal to Ae/A∗ = 2. Having set the ratio
between the exit-static to inlet-total pressures equal to pout/p

0
in = 0.7362,

a steady normal shock occurs in the diverging part of the nozzle at about
xsh/L = 0.75.

In order to simplify the treatment of the boundary conditions, the left
boundary of the computational domain has been set at xleft/L = 0.05, just
downstream of the troath, where a supersonic inflow boundary condition
applies.

The main advantage of the present test-case is the fact that it has an
analytical solution. In particular, the Mach number distribution follows from
the so-called area-rule:

1

M

[
2

γ + 1

(
1 +

γ − 1

2
M2

)] γ+1
2(γ−1)

=
A

A∗
(20)

A comparison has been made between the SC and eST simulations using a
sequence of uniformly spaced grids, with grid densities ranging between 800
and 6400 cells, see Tab. 1.

Knowledge of the exact solution allows to compute (rather than estimate)
the discretization error and, therefore, to perform reliable convergence tests.
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Figure 11: Q1D nozzle flow: pointwise errors analysis for SC and eST.

Figure 11 shows the pointwise distribution of the discretization error for the
third component of Roe’s parameter vector. Note that the y-axis of Fig. 11
is in logarithmic scale. As expected, the SC and eST simulations feature the
same discretization error in the entire supersonic, shock-upstream region.
Downstream of the shock, however, SC incurs in a discretization error which
is about two orders of magnitude larger than that of the eST. The accuracy
degradation incurred by SC within the entire downstream region is further
confirmed in Fig. 12, which shows, in a log-log scale, the L1 norm of the

Table 1: Q1D nozzle flow: characteristics of the background meshes used to perform the
grid-convergence tests.

Grid level Cells h
0 800 1.875 10−3

1 1600 9.375 10−4

2 3200 4.688 10−4

3 4800 3.125 10−4

4 6400 2.344 10−5
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Figure 12: Q1D nozzle flow: global measures of the discretization error for SC and eST.

discretization error plotted against the mesh spacing. In contrast to the
pointwise measure displayed in Fig. 11, Fig. 12 shows a global measure, which
has been separately computed within the shock-upstream (xL ≤ x < xsh) and
shock-downstream (xsh < x ≤ L) sub-domains. The difference between the
error-reduction trends exhibited by SC and eST is striking: the two different
shock-modeling practices behave identically within the shock-upstream sub-
domain, where both exhibit second-order convergence as the mesh is refined;
within the shock-downstream sub-domain, however, eST retains second-order
convergence, whereas SC drops to first-order.

6.2. Planar source flow

This test case consists in a compressible, planar source flow that has
already been studied in [42, 43] as a validation case, due to the availability
of an analytical solution. Indeed, assuming that the analytical velocity field
has a purely radial velocity component, it may be easily verified that the
governing PDEs, written in a polar coordinate system, become identical to
those governing a compressible quasi-one-dimensional variable-area flow (20),
provided that the nozzle area varies linearly with the radial distance, r, from
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Figure 13: Planar, transonic source flow.

the pole of the reference frame. The computational domain consists in the
annulus sketched in Fig. 13a: the ratio between the radii of the outer and
inner circles (L = rin) has been set equal to rout/rin = 2. A transonic
(shocked) flow has been studied by imposing a supersonic inlet flow at M =
2 on the inner circle and a ratio between the outlet static and inlet total
pressures pout/p

0
in = 0.47 such that the shock forms at rsh/rin = 1.5. The

Delaunay mesh shown in Fig. 13b, which contains 6916 grid-points and 13456
triangles, has been generated using triangle [44, 45] in such a way that no
general alignment is present between triangle edges and shock, thus making
the discrete problem truly two-dimensional. Figure 14 shows a comparison
between the SC and eST solutions, both in terms of entropy, S = pρ−γ,
and
√
ρu iso-lines. Both flow variables clearly reveal that the SC solution

is plagued by severe spurious errors due to the misalignment between the
edges of the mesh and the captured shock. These errors propagate in the
shock-downstream region, as it is evident from the entropy field of the SC
calculation, compromising the quality of the solution. Note that across the
numerical shock layer obtained with the SC approach, the direction of the
velocity vector is undefined and largely dependent on the mesh topology.
This explains the perturbations observed in the shock-downstream region.

Thanks to the availability of the analytical solution, a point-wise error
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Figure 14: Planar source flow. (a): entropy (left half of the frame) and third component
(
√
ρu) of Z (right half of the frame). SC result on the top, eST result on the bottom. (b):

close-up of the blue square drawn in frame (a).

analysis has been carried out by computing the discretization error. Figure 15
shows the behavior of the local discretization error in all points of the mesh,
plotted against the radial distance from the center of the circle. The vertical
line drawn in Fig. 15 points to the position (r = 1.5) where the shock-wave
takes place. It can be seen that upstream of the shock the error of the SC
and eST solutions is equal. Downstream of the shock (r > 1.5), however, the
eST solution exhibits an error which is one or two orders of magnitude lower
than that obtained using SC.

An order-of-convergence analysis, similar to that of Sect. 6.1, has also
been performed by repeating the same calculation on three nested triangula-
tions whose features are summarized in Tab. 2, where h is the mesh spacing
along the inner and outer circular boundaries. The coarsest mesh is the one
shown in Fig. 13b and the two finer meshes have been obtained by recursively
subdividing each triangle of the parent mesh into four nested triangles.

A global measure of the discretization error has been computed using the
L1-norm of ε

(√
ρv
)

and ε
(√

ρH
)
, separately within the shock-upstream and

shock-downstream sub-domains; the results are displayed in Fig. 16 and also
include those published in [42], which have been obtained using the unstruc-
tured shock-fitting technique developed by some of the authors in [8]. It is
noted that within the supersonic, shock-upstream region, the three numeri-
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Table 2: Planar source flow: characteristics of the background meshes used to perform the
grid-convergence tests.

Grid level Grid-points Triangles h
0 6,916 13,456 0.05
1 27,288 53,824 0.025
2 108,400 215,296 0.0125

cal solutions feature the same discretization error and converge to the exact
solution at design (second) order as the mesh is refined. Downstream of the
shock, however, only the two shock-fitting techniques (SF and eST) exhibit
second-order convergence, whereas SC has fallen below first-order. Finally,
the comparison between the SF technique of [8] and the eST technique de-
scribed here reveals that the latter incurs in a slightly larger discretization
error than the former within the shock-downstream region. This observa-
tion points to the fact that there is room for improving the data transfer
algorithms described in Sect. 5.6 and 5.8, which will be the subject of future
work.

6.3. Cost vs. accuracy analysis

A comparative assessment of the computational cost of the shock-fitting
and shock-capturing approaches can be made by either: i) using the same
meshes, or ii) estimating the (different) mesh spacing required by the two
techniques to achieve the same discretization-error level in the shock-downstream
region.

If the first standpoint is adopted, i.e. the same grids are used, it is clear
that shock-fitting techniques, thus including both SF and eST, incur an
higher computational cost per time-step than SC. This is because, in addi-
tion to solving the governing PDEs on the same mesh, using the same CFD
solver also used in the SC simulation, shock-fitting techniques also have to
keep track of the shock motion by solving the Rankine-Hugoniot relations at
all shock-points. However, since the shock-mesh has a lower dimensionality
(d−1 in the d-dimensional space) than the mesh that fills the computational
domain, the overall increase in computational cost incurred by either the SF
or eST techniques amounts to a relatively small fraction of the cost per iter-
ation of the SC technique. The interested reader can find a detailed analysis
on the computational costs incurred by the SF technique in [46].
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If, on the contrary, the second standpoint is adopted, shock-fitting meth-
ods are seen to outperform shock-capturing when it comes to achieve the
same discretization error level in the shock-downstream region. The idea
here is to use the results of the grid convergence tests of Sect. 6.1 and 6.2
to estimate the mesh sizes required by the SC solver to provide error levels
comparable to those of the eST approach. The analysis described below is
based on the discretization error of the third component ε

(√
ρu
)

of Z for the
Q1D nozzle flow, whereas the fourth component ε

(√
ρv
)

has been considered
on two-dimensional grids.

The computations of the Q1D nozzle-flow of Sect. 6.1 show that using
the SC solver, which has a shock-downstream convergence rate of about 1.1,
see Fig. 12, a mesh size h ' 3.75 10−5 would be required to obtain the same
error provided by the eST approach on the coarsest, level 0 mesh, see Tab. 1.
This amounts to say that in 1D SC requires a mesh that is about 32 (= h0/h)
times finer than the level 0 mesh to obtain the coarse-grid eST result. Note
that h is even smaller than the mesh spacing h4 = 2.344 10−4 (see Tab. 1) of
the finest mesh used in the grid-convergence study and that such a fine mesh
would be required just to compensate the error generated by capturing the
shock. Moreover, in order to obtain the same discretization error of the eST
approach on the finest (level 4) mesh, the SC solver would need a mesh size
h′ ' 2.73 10−7, which is three orders of magnitude smaller than h4.

The two-dimensional source flow computations of Sect. 6.2 show that in
order to obtain the same discretization error of eST on the coarsest, level
0 mesh, SC would require a mesh spacing h ' h0/64, whereas to attain an
error level comparable to that obtained by eST on the finest, level 2 mesh,
SC would require a mesh spacing h′ ' 1.53 10−6, which is roughly four orders
of magnitude smaller than h2, see Tab. 2.

These results give indications that using uniform refinement in 2D, the
same error level of the coarse-grid, eST result would be attained with SC
using a mesh having a number of triangular elements that is (h0/h)2 ' 4096
times larger than the number of triangles of the level 0 mesh, see Tab. 2.
This amounts to a number of triangular cells of the order of 107. Following
the same line of reasoning, obtaining the fine-grid, eST result using SC would
instead require a 2D mesh with a number of elements that is (h2/h

′)2 ' 108

times larger than the level 2 grid, which is clearly impractical. A possi-
ble solution would be to replace eST by some aggressive error estimation
and anisotropic metric-based adaptation techniques, as e.g. those proposed
in [47]. However, one should evaluate the capabilities of these techniques
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Figure 17: Hypersonic flow past a circular cylinder: sketch of the computational domain.

to provide meshes with the anisotropy ratios required to drop the mesh size
down several order of magnitudes in the shocks, the capabilities of the flow
solver involved to handle such meshes, and, finally, the overhead of the mesh
refinement itself compared to that of the eST method. This is perhaps a
possible avenue for future work.

6.4. Blunt body problem

The hypersonic (M∞ = 20) flow past the fore-body of a circular cylin-
der, see Fig. 17, is a comprehensive test-bed for the eST algorithm, because
the entire shock-polar is swept whilst moving along the bow shock which
stands ahead of the blunt body. The existence of the subsonic pocket that
surrounds the stagnation point and the transition to supersonic flow through
the sonic line may be challenging for the proposed method and, in particular,
for the algorithms used to transfer data back and forth between the shock
and surrogate boundaries.

The mesh used as the background triangulation in the eST simulation
has also been used to run the SC simulation. The computations have been
run on a Delaunay mesh containing 808 points and 1458 triangles, generated
using delaundo [48, 49]. A close up view of the mesh is reported on Fig. 18:
it can be seen that the only difference between the eST and SC computation
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Figure 18: Hypersonic flow past a circular cylinder: comparison between the pressure
iso-contours computed by means of SC (top) and eST (bottom). Computed shock curve
in pink.

consists in the removal of the triangles crossed by the fitted-shock in the eST
case.

Pressure iso-contour lines are shown in Fig. 18: the SC calculation is
shown in the upper half of both frames and the eST one in the lower half. The
steady location of the fitted bow shock (shown using a solid bold line) has also
been superimposed on both the SC and eST results. The comparison clearly
reveals that the differences between the solutions obtained using the two
different shock-modeling practices are remarkable within the entire shock-
layer.

Figure 19 shows the pressure p profile probed along a line that makes a
45◦ angle w.r.t. the centerline. The SC and eST results have been compared
with the reference solution computed in [50]. The comparison shows that
the finite shock-width of the SC solution is replaced by a discontinuity in the
eST result (which also includes the shock-upstream and shock-downstream
values) and that the shock stand-off distance computed by eST agrees very
well with the reference solution.

Finally, Fig. 20, which compares the density iso-contour lines computed
by the SF technique of Ref. [8] and the eST technique described here, turns
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out to be very useful to pinpoint the methodological differences between the
two different shock-fitting approaches. Observe, in particular, that in the
eST simulation the solution has not been computed within the blank region
surrounding the fitted shock (for clarity, the fitted-shock has not been drawn
in Fig. 20b). Even so, the eST solution within the shock-layer is as smooth
as it is the one computed by SF.

6.5. Hybrid computations of interactions

In its current implementation, the eST method cannot explicitly track
shock interactions. However, in this section we will show that it can be
applied without any problem to this type of flows by means of a hybrid fit-
capture approach. We will in particular consider two applications: a steady
Mach reflection in a channel with a ramp, and a type IV shock-shock inter-
action arising in a supersonic flow around a circular cylinder.

Steady Mach Reflection. This case is quite useful as it involves a relatively
simple flow pattern, but allows to clearly visualize the advantage brought by
the eST approach w.r.t. SC.
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Figure 20: Hypersonic flow past a circular cylinder: comparison between SF and eST in
terms of density iso-contour lines.

The set up of the test case is the same as in [8] and sketched on Fig. 21: it
involves a M∞ = 2 flow in a channel with a wall deflection of 14 degrees. The
oblique shock forming due to this deflection reflects onto the channel walls.
In these conditions the reflection is not a regular one, but a Mach reflection
is observed with its typical lambda-shock topology. A sketch of the resulting
interaction is reported in Fig. 21. Note that, as a result of this interaction,
a contact discontinuity emanates from the triple point.

The background mesh used for this simulation contains 14833 grid-points
and 29214 triangles. We compare on this mesh the SC solution with the
hybrid result in which eST is only applied to two of the branches of the
lambda shock: the Mach stem and the reflected shock. Both the incident
shock and the contact discontinuity are captured. Figure 22 displays the
Mach iso-contours in the entire computational domain (the left frame), an
enlargement of the region surrounding the triple point (the middle frame)
and the Mach number distribution along a vertical line at x = 1.5 (the right
frame) in the region downstream of the triple point. It can be seen in Fig. 22,
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Figure 21: Steady Mach reflection: sketch of the computational domain.

that the capture of the Mach stem gives rise to an unphysical behavior of
the Mach number contour lines in the region downstream of the Mach stem.
This unphysical behavior disappears in the hybrid solution that exhibits a
smoother Mach number distribution. It must be noticed that the gradient
reconstruction technique, described in Appendix A, does not provide accu-
rate gradient reconstruction for discontinuous solutions. Nonetheless, this is
unlikely to significantly affect the overall quality of the eST computations
because only very few grid-points are involved in the part of the domain
where the interaction occurs.

Finally, Fig. 23, stands out, again, that the solution obtained with the
eST algorithm is notable and comparable with the one described in [8].

Type IV shock-shock interaction. This last benchmark introduced in [51]
involves a more complex pattern of interacting discontinuities. An horizontal
flow, characterized by a Mach number of M = 5.05, is deflected by an oblique
shock (whose angle w.r.t. the horizontal direction is Θ = 13 degrees ) in front
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around the triple point and Mach number distribution at x = 1.5.
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Figure 23: Steady Mach reflection: comparison between SF and eST in terms of density
iso-contour lines.

of a circular cylinder. The resulting flow features a bow shock, interacting
with the oblique shock, and giving rise to the well known type IV interaction,
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which has been already studied in [15]. For clarity, we have drawn in Fig. 24 a
sketch of this interaction. A first triple point (TP1) occurs where the oblique
shock (IS) impinges on the bow shock giving rise to a reflected shock (RS1)
and a contact discontinuity (CD1) that move towards the stagnation point.
The contact discontinuity separates the supersonic stream which has been
deflected by the oblique shock from the subsonic stream downstream of the
bow shock (BS). The reflected shock coming from the first triple point re-joins
the bow shock in a second triple point (TP2) where a new reflected shock
(RS2) and contact discontinuity (CD2) arise. The two contact discontinuities
bound a supersonic jet which is directed toward the body surface. Within the
jet the second reflected shock interacts with the first contact discontinuity
giving rise to an expansion wave. The flow concludes his path by being
decelerated by a normal shock (NS) right in front of the body surface causing
a higher density and pressure zone on the cylinder surface.

These kinds of interactions are very difficult to study because they require
a very fine triangulation in order to properly describe what is going on within
the flow-field. A Delaunay mesh containing 49660 triangles and 25231 nodes
was used to compute the SC solution and also as background mesh for the
hybrid computation in which eST was used to fit the entire bow-shock and
the oblique shock RS1. Figures 25.a and 25.b show the differences between
the two solutions in terms of density and Mach number iso-contours. The
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Figure 25: Type IV shock-shock interaction: Mach number iso-contours and a close-up on
the shock-mesh.

pink bold line that appears in Fig. 25.b represents the fitted shock, better
displayed in the close-up. As before, the use of eST allows to obtain a
considerably smoother flow-field inside the shock layer.

7. Conclusions and perspectives

A novel technique to simulate flows with shock waves has been illustrated
and tested on several applications on one-dimensional and two-dimensional
unstructured grids. The proposed extrapolated shock tracking method bor-
rows ideas from embedded boundary methods, combining them with a float-
ing shock-fitting approach. The resulting technique has been proven to be
able to provide genuinely second order results for flows with very strong
shocks, without the complexity of the re-meshing phase of the previous fit-
ting approaches. The method proposed has great potential in constructing
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generic shock-fitting/tracking strategies, with little dependence on the data
structure of the underlying flow solver. As all shock/front tracking methods
it has the enormous advantage of solving the exact jump conditions across
the discontinuity, which makes these methods very competitive with any kind
of adaptive capturing procedure, unless these conditions are embedded in the
discretization, as done in some DG-based recent work [34, 35]. This however
requires to set up a dedicated solver, while our approach has potential to be
coupled with several different existing CFD codes.

Indeed one of the future challenges will be to compare its performance
when coupled with different CFD solvers, not only unstructured cell-vertex,
but also cell-centered and fully structured/Cartesian codes. Space for im-
provement of the method is clearly present with respect to its capability to
handle explicitly interactions, improving the accuracy of the solution transfer
to/from the shock, treating moving and complex three-dimensional disconti-
nuities, and going beyond second order of accuracy.

Appendix A. Gradient reconstruction

The truncated Taylor series expansion (15) which is used to transfer the
dependent variable Z between the surrogate boundaries and the shock-mesh
relies on the availability of the gradient∇Zi (x̃) in points, such as Ai in Fig. 6,
and Bi in Fig. 7, which, respectively, belong to the surrogate boundary Γ̃U
and Γ̃D. As explained in Sect. 5.6, the calculation of the gradient in Ai

or Bi, by means of Eq. (16), requires the knowledge of the gradient in the
grid-points of the surrogate boundaries.

Since the dependent variable Z is stored in the grid-points of the tri-
angulation and varies linearly in space, ∇Z is not readily available within
the grid-points, but it has to be reconstructed there using the cell-wise con-
stant gradient of the cells that surround a given grid-point, as sketched in
Fig. A.26a. More precisely, the following area-weighted average is used3:

∇Zi =

∑
i3T (AT ∇ZT )∑

i3T AT
(A.1)

where the summation ranges over all the triangles that surround grid-point i
and AT denotes the triangle area. The cell-wise constant gradient ∇ZT that

3In this Appendix the notation Zi collectively refers to the four components of Z in
grid-point i, rather than to the ith component of Z.
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Figure A.26: Reconstruction of the gradient.

appears in Eq. (A.1) can be easily computed using the values of Z within the
vertices of triangle T and the inward normals to the edges of the triangle,
scaled by the edge length `:

∇ZT =

∑
i=1,3(Zi ni)

2 | AT |
(A.2)

Figure A.26b clarifies the nomenclature used in Eq. (A.2).
The gradient reconstruction described so far applies to the two-dimensional

case.
In the quasi-one-dimensional framework, see Fig. A.27 for a sketch of the

1D grid, the aforementioned approach boils down to the following one-sided
finite-difference formula:

∇Z(x̃) =
Z(xi+1) − Z(xi)

xi+1 − xi
(A.3)

which approximates the gradient at the surrogate boundary, i.e. where x = x̃.
The extrapolated value of Z at the discontinuity is obtained from:

Z(x) = Z(x̃) +
Z(xi+1) − Z(xi)

xi+1 − xi
(x − x̃) + o(‖x − x̃‖2) (A.4)

where x̃ = xi and x = xs are, respectively, the coordinates of the surrogate
boundary and of the shock-point.
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Appendix B. Pseudo-temporal evolution and iterative convergence
of the extrapolated Shock Tracking technique.

In this Appendix we give further insight into the pseudo-temporal evolu-
tion of the flow-field to show how the eST algorithm, starting from a con-
verged SC solution used as initial condition, leads to a steady, oscillation-free,
shock-fitted result.

Figures B.28, B.29 and B.30 show a sequence of three frames that refer
to different instances of the pseudo-temporal evolution of the solution for
the three test-cases already described in Sects. 6.2, 6.4 and 6.5. In order to
improve readability, the shock-mesh has not been plotted. It can be seen
that the eST method requires a few hundred pseudo-time steps to get rid
of the severe oscillations inherited by the SC calculation used to initialize
the flow-field. Further iterations are required while the shock slows down,
up to the point when its speed vanishes and it settles to its steady location.
Convergence of the shock-mesh is monitored by computing, at each iteration,
a mean shock velocity, averaged over all shock-points. Fig. B.31 shows the
pseudo-temporal evolution of the mean shock velocity, plotted against the
iteration counter, for all three test-cases. The solution is considered to be
converged when this parameter experiences a notable drop, that might also
be of several order of magnitude depending on the shock initial position, as
the ones shown in Fig. B.31.
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